Dalton St Michael’s C.E. Primary School - Medium Term Plan 2016-2017
Class:

1

Year Groups:

N/R/1/2

Autumn Term 1 2016
8 weeks
Connected Curriculum
The Great Outdoors
Subject Areas
Art and Design Technology
The children will make observational landscape drawings and will continue to
experiment with mark-making, using a range of pencil grades, charcoal, graphite
sticks and pens on both small and large scale works, as individuals and in groups.
They will make drawings and experiment making shades and tones in greys using
chalk and charcoal.
Geography
We will identify seasonal and daily weather patterns in the United Kingdom and
use basic geographical vocabulary to refer key physical and human features. The
children will learn to use a range of maps and globes (including picture maps) at
different scales and use vocabulary such as bigger/smaller, near/far. They will
use large scale maps and aerial photos of the school and local area and learn to
recognise simple features on maps e.g. buildings, roads and fields. Children will
draw a simple map of school and label it and begin to use and construct basic
symbols in a map key. They will also use simple compass directions (NSEW).
Music
The children will continue to listen and appraise many different styles of music
and give their opinions of personal likes and dislikes. Each lesson will include fun
games including warm ups and games to help understand the concept of pulse and
high and low pitch. They will learn the song ‘Round and Round’ by Joanna Mangona
and find ways to improve the song by adding instruments. They will perform and
share their work and evaluate each performance.
English
Children will learn about stories with everyday settings. We will focus on books
such as Egyptian Adventure and we will also watch short films such as the
‘Marshmallows’ video on Vimeo. We will look at these different settings and then
describe the characters and create our own version as well.

On the run up to Christmas we will read Christmas stories and watch Christmas
adverts. We will analyse these and then create retell these in our own words and
create our own versions of these. In addition we will appraise each advert and
talk about what we like and dislike about them.
Maths
The topics we will be covering this half term will be multiplication, statistics,
fractions, money and time. We will look at how multiplication is repeated addition
and how this can be set out either as 2x4 or 4x2. We will also look at how we can
set these out as arrays. When we learn about statistics we will create tally
charts and our own bar charts and pictograms. During the fractions topic we will
look at counting in ½’s and ¼’s and we will look at how to find a fraction of shapes,
objects and numbers. During the money topic we will look at the different coins
and solve money problems including change. Finally, during the time topic we will
learn about o’clock, half past, quarter to and quarter past times. During each
topic we will complete problems that help the children apply their knowledge.
Religious Education

We will learn about the story of the First Christmas and practise for our
nativity in Church.
The topic is ‘Jesus a Gift for the World’. We will learn about why we send and
receive gifts at Christmas and how not all gifts needs to be physical. Children will
talk about what gifts they can give to their parents and they will learn why Jesus
being born was such an important gift for Christians around the world.
Science
Science this half term is ‘Everyday Materials and Their Uses’. We will recap the
main materials that objects can be made out of and we will then look at their
properties and why objects may be made out of a certain material. We will also
look at recycling and why it is important.
Physical Education
Invasion Games
Children will continue to take part in small sided team games. They will work on
their team working skills.
Children will be developing their game tactics and attack and defence skills. They
will also learn about the importance of warming up and cooling down.
Outdoor Links
Using the local environment
Education Visits/Visitors to school
 Hope Workshops with Year 2

